Glazing techniques and
decoration.
The making of clay sculptures is only one part of the process,
the carving and glazing process is just as important and leaves
the work water tight and finished.
Below are some commonly used methods of glazing. Read the
extract matching up the topic title and photo to the
description. Fill in the gaps using the key words below. later you
can cut these out and present them in the correct order in your
sketchbook, remembering as always to take artistic pride in
your work.

KEY WORDS & Titles: Dripping, Pouring, glaze, brush on glazes, ceramic, poured, brushing,
...........Is probably the most common glazing technique. As the name suggests, a pot or
other ceramic object is ……….. into a bucket of glaze. This may require a large amount of
glaze, depending on the size of the object. If it is a thin necked vase or bowl that is being
glazed, the inside may be done first by pouring the glaze in and out again. Then the form is
………….into the glaze with the opening facing down. The trapped air will prevent any glaze
entering the already glazed interior.
.........................is a technique which may be used if a work is too large
to dip, or if there is just not enough glaze available. The ……………. object
is held in one hand and glaze is ……………. over it as evenly as possible,
un?l the whole surface is covered. With this method, overlapping is
inevitable. If this is an issue with the glaze used, edges may be
smoothed over by rubbing with a ﬁnger.

…………….are glazes especially formulated for …………….. onto ceramic work.
This makes decorating very easy. These glazes are formulated so that brush
marks will largely smooth over, but at the same time the ………… won't run, if fired
to the right temperature.

